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New milestone for Norwegian- exceeded
1 million passengers in July
The total number of passengers flown in July was just under 1 050 000, an
increase of approximately 150 000 passengers or 16 per cent compared to
July 2008. July is thus the third consecutive month that Norwegian has
witnessed record passenger numbers.
"The positive traffic development which we experienced during the first half of
2009 continues into the second half at full speed. Surpassing one million
passengers during one single month is an important milestone for the company. It
is particularly satisfying to see that more passengers choose to travel with
Norwegian at a time when the industry in general is struggling. We will continue
to work hard to merit such a strong vote of confidence from our passengers", says
CEO Bjørn Kjos.
The previous record was set in June 2009. This month's figures outnumber
the previous record by 70000 passengers. A large proportion of the growth in
July stems from strong domestic growth in Norway and new routes in
Denmark where we now have a total of 27 routes.
The month of July stands out as peak season for leisure travelers, and a
significantly larger proportion of capacity is allocated to southern Europe
compared to other months. From June to July the number of passengers
increased by as much as 74 per cent on Norwegian's 80 routes to Southern
Europe.
The routes to northern Norway also experience peak season during July. More
than 130000 passengers traveled with Norwegian to or from this part of
Norway during the period. The equivalent figure for northern Sweden was
55000 passengers.

The load factor for the Group was 88 per cent in July, a one percentage point
increase from last year. Norwegian has established a strong position in
Scandinavia which is reflected by the load factor in Sweden and Denmark of
91 and 92 per cent respectively.
The Group estimates a yield around NOK 0.59 for July 2009, compared to 0.57
for the same month in 2008.
In July 2009 the Group operated 99.9 per cent of its scheduled flights, of
which 81 per cent departed on time. The summer months are characterized
by slot restrictions in Europe, particularly around the Eastern part of the
Mediterranean ocean, where Norwegian has a sizeable operation. This affects
on-time performance.
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About Norwegian
The Norwegian story began over 27 years ago - we were founded in 1993 but
only began operating as a low-cost carrier with bigger Boeing 737 aircraft in
2002. Norwegian expanded across the globe as the airline launched short-haul
services across Europe and then entered the long-haul sector serving the US, Asia
and South America. We operate a modern and fuel-efficient fleet consisting of
Boeing 787 Dreamliners and Boeing 737s.
We were the first airline in the world to join the UN Climate Secretariat’s climate
action-initiative in 2019, pledging to work systematically to become carbon
neutral by 2050.
From being voted for six consecutive years as Europe’s Best Low Cost airline and
for five consecutive years as the World’s Best Low Cost Long Haul Airline by
Skytrax to winning Airline Program of the Year Europe & Africa for the fourth
consecutive year at the 2020 Freddie Awards - In total Norwegian has won over
55 awards for our service, product and innovation in the industry since 2012.

Norwegian has become part of the fabric of Nordic culture and we take great
pride in exporting our Nordic values across the world.
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